
 1.  Clear designation / Identification code of the product group:
      Shower screens  

2.  Models in the product group for identification within the Artweger price list: Artweger 360 in the 
      types: frameless, partially-framed, framed; Artweger 360 Walk In, Artweger 360

  Walk In Vario; Artweger ZERO Walk In, Artweger ZERO Walk In Vario, Twistline, Lifeline, Lifeline Mobil, 
      Baseline, Artweger SLIDE, Artweger DYNAMIC; Artweger MOVE,   Artweger PROTECT;  

2.1.   All shower screens designated as such in the price list have been tested as:
     Round shower, five-sided shower, door in niche, door for combination with side wall. Door with swing   
     side wall, corner access, vario, door Walk In free standing .

 
2.2.   All shower screens designated as such in the price list were tested with the following door 

     systems: Sliding door, winged door, swinging door, folding door, folding wall, vario
          Artweger 360 Walk In (without door) Artweger MOVE doorWalk In free standing

2.3.   Shower screens without a floor profile (surge bar):
      In the case of shower screens without a floor profile water-tightness in accordance with EN 14428 is   
     not certified. A groove or a sloping floor in the shower area towards the drain is necessary.

3. sIntended purpose:
The shower screens are intended for use for personal hygiene and as splash protection in domestic 
surroundings (also applicable in accordance with EN 14428 for hotels, student accommodation, hospitals
and similar facilities).

4. Manufacturer:

      Fa. Artweger GmbH. & Co. KG, Sulzbacherstr. 60, 4820 Bad Ischl, Austria 

5. System for the evaluation of performance durability:

System 4

6. Harmonized product standards:
EN 14428 in its current issue.

7. Notified authority:
      Not applicable as System 4 is applied.

8. Declared performance:

Basic features Performance Harmonized technical

specifications

Cleanability fulfilled  EN 14428

Shatter properties fulfilled EN 14428

Durability (exception as in point 2.3) fulfilled  EN 14428

The performance of the products in number 1 and number 2 corresponds to the declared performance under 
number 8. The manufacturer named under number 4 carries sole responsibility for creation of the declaration
of performance.

 Signed by the Managing Director Gerhard Aigner

Gerhard Aigner       Bad Ischl, 01.07.2022
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